SigningHub 7.7.7 Release Notes


Enterprise templates and library documents can be imported and exported, this allows
an admin to copy templates between enterprises and SigningHub instances



Service plan usage constraints can be restricted for enterprise users through roles, an
enterprise Admin can set certain limits on usage for each enterprise user



All fields of a similar type inherit the attributes of a previously added fields, this allows
the document owner to change the attributes of a field once per workflow and have the
rest of the fields inherit the new attributes



The “Phontphreaks” signature font appearance has been improved and “Susie” has
been replaced with “Gloria Hallelujah” to support characters with accents



A SigningHub Admin can configure documents to be sealed with a default certificate,
this seal is added to the document using an invisible signature, this allows documents
to be locked even if the last signatory declines the document and the workflow is set to
continue on decline



Support has been added for multitenant Azure applications, a tenant ID is required for
client applications



Text previews are added to the signing profiles to make it easy to select allowed fonts
in a service plan



CAPTCHA has been added to the activation form



A configuration has been added to enable the management of Integration API Keys,
this allows Enterprise users to make API calls without being able to make changes to
Integration API Keys



Improvements have been made on drawing signatures using mobile devices for a
better user experience



iOS and Android applications have been enhanced to detect jail broken and rooted
devices, an error will appear on the SigningHub mobile application when a jail
broken/rooted device is detected



CSP Service configuration has been updated to use OAuth authentication against the
ADSS CSP Service instead of client id and secret to allow compatibility with ADSS
Server 6.5 CSP Service. Please note: SigningHub 7.7.7 CSP functionality is not
compatible with versions of ADSS Server older than 6.5
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